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Call for Articles: “Foreign Experts and the 20th

National Congress of the Communist Party of China”

The 20th CPC National Congress will make arrangements on strategic tasks for the

country and important measures to be taken in the next five years, the period is

crucial for achieving the Party's second centenary goal. Maneuvering ahead of the

event will dominate political life in China throughout 2022, and the outcomes of the

congress will determine the country’s trajectory for years to come.

Supported by the Ministry of Science and Technology of China (MOST) and

published by the Foreign Talent Research Center of MOST, International Talent is a

monthly journal offering articles on international talent exchange, science and

technology cooperation and China’s development in science and technology.

International Talent Magazine is now calling for articles authored by foreign experts

about their personal stories related to the 20th CPC National Congress or their

thoughts on the spirit and vision of the Congress.

We call for articles that are:

About the personal experience of the foreign experts on promoting or publicizing the



20th CPC National Congress, stories about the sincere feelings as witness of the

Congress, or thoughts and views on the spirit and vision of the Congress.

Using first-person narrative, sincere and expressive, with around 1,000 word either

in Chinese or in English. The articles should be submitted in Microsoft Word

document format, together with an author introduction (around 100 words), and 2 to

3 high-resolution photographs (each over 1MB in size) to illustrate the article.

Nanjing Overseas Collaborative Innovation Center is now representing Municipal

Government of Nanjing to collect and curate articles. Please send the article to

innovation.center@messenanjing.cn before October 26, 2022 and provide the name,

employer and contact information of the author. Once the article is accepted, we will

publish it on International Talent and the journal’s official WeChat account.

Please contact us if you need further information. Contact: Mr. Jerry Li

Email: jerry.li@messenanjing.cn Tel: 13852288307
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